Resume. - 
I. Introduction. -There are a number of atoniic systems, for which tlie ground configuration is wsll separated from the next higher lying configuration of the same parity. Examples of well separated g r o~~n d configurations al-e provided by the f N configurations of the triply ionized rare earth and actinide series and to a lesser extent by the doubly ionized members of the iron group.
The perturbing effects of configurations which are sufficiently far removed fro111 tlie configul-ation of interest may be included by adding effective operatoss to the ordinary first order Hamiltonian. Two-body effective operators of this kind wel-e introduced by Trees [I] and by Rajnak and Wybourne [2] . Threebody scalar operators were introduced by Rajnak [3] and by Judd [4] : and, more recently two-body magnetic operatoss [ 5 ] habe been ~~s e d .
Howevel-. apart from two papers by Trees [6] , and Trees and Jorgensen [7] on the effsct of configuration intel-action in the spectra of tlie irc>n group, few attempts have been made to c a l c~~l a t e t h t values of these parametel-s. The purpose of this paper is to present I-esults. which we have obtained in a calculation of the twobody scalal-operators for p r 3 + . The configuration 4 f 2 of Praeseodymiuni was chosen partly because the matrix elements of three-body operators vanish for a two electron configuration of this kind, and because all of the experimental levels of 4 f 2 have been identified. The ordinary Coulomb interaction within a configuration ( 1 1 1 )~ can be expanded in terms of products of single electron tensor operators One effect of configuration interaction is to reduce the values of the Slater integrals below their HartreeFock values. Configu~-ation interaction also gives rise to scalar products u~".u\" for which li is odd. It is customary to take linear combinations of these operators, which cot-I-espond to the Casimir operators of tlie continuous groups R,, G,, and R,. The additional paraliieters which are associated with these effective opel-atol-s are called r. [j, and y respectively. I[. Choice of potential. -In order to carry out a perturbative calculation it is necessary to define a potential, and to generate a complete set of single particle states in that potential.
The Hartsee-Fock equation for an electron with principal quantum numbers 111 can be cast into the fol-n~ of an equation for a particle moving in a central potential [S] where Y(r) and X(r) are the direct and exchange terms (in atomic units). The appearance of the wave function P,,, in the potential makes it clear that the potential will be different for each orbital in the atom. It possible is to approximate the exchange term [9, 10, 1 I ] and the direct term and to obtain a single potential for the Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jphyscol:1970428 entire atom. We have chosen instead to take as our exactly in this potential, and the very near cancellation potential for pr3+, the potential which the 4 f electron which occurs between the potential graphs and certain sees. This is analogous to the potential which Kelly of the Coulomb graphs is particularly easy to calculate. used in his oxygen calculation [12] . It has a number
The matrix elements of this potential are given by of advantages. The HF 4 f wave function is reproduced the equations [I31
The functions P,.,, are generated in the single particle potential ; however, since the potential itself is generated in a Hartree-Fock run for (nl)N, the functions P,,.,., are Hartree-Fock functions. The contribution to the matrix element (n' I' ( ti,, ( nl) from a particular closed shell n" I" # nl is just [14] In dealing with a perturbation H,,,, -zl(r), this formula is useful to see what cancellations will occur between the potential graphs and the Coulomb graphs ; however, since the functions PI,,,,. in the matrix CICments of the potential are H F f~~nctions cancellations of this kind are never exact.
Perturbation theory and effective operators. -
The perturbing effects of a higher lying configuration upon the ground configuration may be taken into account by adding to the first order Hamiltonian the effective operator where AE is the energy separation of the two configurations. V t is that part of the perturbation which joins the ground configuration to the excited configuration, V + operates within the excited configuration V1 joins the excited configurations to the ground configuration and V -operates within the ground configuration.
The noncentral part of the Coulomb interaction
is the largest of the terms in the perturbative Hamiltonian, and is mainly responsible for distorting the configurations. In second quantized form
The angular part of the Coulomb interaction may be written in terms of the angular momentum graphs of
where G is the angular momentum graph given in figure (la). The creation and annihilation operator part of the Coulomb interaction is represented by the Feynman graph given in figure (Ib) . 
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The calculation of a particular effect begins typically with two or three graphs of this kind. When two lines are joined together, the phase factor (-')'-"'I ensures that the resulting graph is a standard Jucys graph.
IV. Second order calculations. - The five graphs which occur to second order are shown in figure 2.
FIG. 2. -Second order graphs.
Excited Configuration The first graph corresponds to the excitation of one or two electrons from the f-shell or of two electrons from the core into the f-shell. The second, third. and fourth graphs correspond to the excitation of a single electron from the core. The three graphs in the second row each have a removeable portion and a Coulomb line. These graphs modify the values of the Slater integrals, but they do not contribute to x , /I, or q.
The leading contributions from the first two graphs are given in Table I . The most important process is the one in which two electrons are excited from the 4 d shell into the 4 f. Several of the other core excitations are large. Although configurations for which one or two particles are excited from the f-shell lie close to 4 f 2 in energy, they have a relatively small effect. The very large change in the Slater integrals given in Table I for the excitation 4 f -+ 5 f is nearly cancelled by the potential graph.
The total contribution to a, P, y and the F!' , from 27 bound configurations is given in Table I 1 1 1 , 11' 1') -G O ( l l / , 111') -F0(tl1, 111) . ( 3 ) These graphs in which the ordinary second order graph is modified by k = 0 bars and by exterl~nl potential lines may be summed to give the sccorlcl order term with the denominator Af,. replaced b! AE + C.
The contributions from eight single particle excitations to the continuum are given i n Table 11 . Thc entries corresponding to excitations from the f shell have bee11 modified to include higher order effects. The most striking feature of these cont~.ibutions is the importance of continuum states for \vhich 1 > 3 . So they spend much of their time outside the atom. and their amplitude inside the aton1 is small. The h function wl~ich overlaps the 4 f function the most is more energetic, and its amplitude inside the atom is comparable to the amplitude of the 4 f function.
The importance of excitations to continuum states with large angular momenta is easy to understand in physical terms.
VI. Concluding remarks. -There are several very important processes which remain to be calculated ; however. the results which we have obtained thus far are surnrnarized in The discrepancies between calculated and empirical values are probably due mainly to the remaining single particle excitations to the contii~uum, two particle excitations to the continuum, and third order contributions from those configurations for which one or two particles are excited into the f shell. This work is in progress.
